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Abstract

As the CMOS technology enters the deep submicron design
era, the lateral inter-wire coupling capacitance becomes the
dominant part of load capacitance and makes RC delay on
the bus structures very data-dependent. Reducing the cross-
coupling capacitance is crucial for achieving high-speed as
well as lower power operation. In this paper, we propose two
interconnect layout design methodologies for minimizing the
\cross-coupling e�ect" in the design of full-custom datapath.
Firstly, we describe the control signal ordering scheme which
was shown to minimize the switching power consumption by
10% and wire delay by 15% for a given set of benchmark
examples. Secondly, a track assignment algorithm based on
evolutionary programming was used to minimize the cross-
coupling capacitance. Experimental results have shown that
the chip performance improvement as much as 40% can be
obtained using the proposed interconnect schemes in various
stages of the datapath layout optimization.

1 Introduction

With technology scaling down into deep submicron(DSM)
regime, circuit designers need to deal with a growing num-
ber of issues previously considered with the second order
priority[1, 2, 3, 4]. Nowhere is this more true than in the
design of interconnect. The aggressive pitch and aspect ra-
tio(thickness over width) of today's advanced processes are
such that capacitance to neighboring metal wires can be
larger than the capacitance to metal above and below. For
example, the wire aspect ratio has reached 2.18(= 0:96=0:44)
for 0.25�m TLM(Triple Layered Metal) process as shown in
Fig. 1. The horizontal capacitance(Ch), already as the main
source of the coupling between metal wires, can be several
times larger than the vertical capacitance(Cv) as shown in
Table. 1.

For higher metal layers(M3), the inter-wire coupling ef-
fects are more pronounced due to the increased metal heights
and the lessened substrate e�ects. A scheme for layout
method of reducing these cross-coupling e�ects is to put up-
per and/or lower ground planes to divert electric �eld lines
to the ground plane rather than the neighboring signal.

This larger horizontal capacitance causes higher cross-
coupling between wires and also makes RC delay on bus
structures very data-dependent. As a result of the \Miller
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Figure 1: The crosssection of the metal interconnect in 0.25
�m CMOS TLM process showing the minimum geometries
with the oxide thinkness Tox = 6nm. Dielectric constant and
sheet resistance are also shown.

e�ect", this horizontal capacitance varies depending on the
switching behavior of a victim wire and its neighbors. For
example, consider two wires that run in parallel for a signif-
icant distance with minimum space. If one wire is switch-
ing from low to high while its neighbors are simultaneously
switching from high to low as shown in Fig. 2(a), the e�ective
capacitance between the wires becomes doubled compared
to the case when the neighbors are quiet. On the other
hand, if both neighbors are switching in the same direction
at the same time as shown in Fig. 2(b), then the horizontal
capacitance becomes e�ectively zero.

Table 1: Wire capacitance of 1000�m long metal with w=
0:44�m and s= 0:56�m

Cwire(Cv ,Ch) Cv:Ch
without M1 221 fF ( 101, 120 ) 1:1.20
coupling M2 205 fF ( 90, 115 ) 1:1.28

M3 206 fF ( 54, 152 ) 1:2.81
with M1 341 fF ( 101, 240 ) 1:2.38

coupling M2 319 fF ( 90, 229 ) 1:2.54
M3 358 fF ( 54, 304 ) 1:5.63

For a long interconnect wire, where coupling capacitance
dominates the total load capacitance, the wire delay can vary
by several scores of percent as a function of the switching
activities of neighboring wires as shown in Fig. 3.

Note that the switching behavior of wires above and be-
low can also a�ect delay. However, wires on alternating lay-
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Figure 2: Cross-coupling e�ect on the victim wire from the
adjacent nets: (a) the worst-case and (b) the best-case.

ers generally run perpendicular to each other and are not
tightly related in functionality, therefore do not have a sig-
ni�cant e�ect on the delay. The most obvious way to re-
duce this data-dependency is to increase the e�ective space
between the metal wires, which reduces the percentage of
horizontal component among total capacitance and, there-
fore, reduces the data-dependency of the interconnect delay.
Another way of mitigating this e�ect is to carefully order or
interleave busses so that simultaneous opposite transitions
between neighboring wires are suppressed as much as pos-
sible. For example, in a dynamic bus, all wires are pulled
up in the precharge phase. Therefore, the coupling capaci-
tance does not slow down the transition. During the eval-
uation phase, all signals are guaranteed to make monotonic
falling transitions, which guarantees that no wire need to
�ght against two neighbors switching in opposite direction.
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Figure 3: Dependence of bus interconnect delay vs. wire
length for various coupling factors(fcc): fcc = 2 implies that
neighbors make opposite transitions, fcc = 0 implies that
they are switching in the same direction, while fcc = 1 im-
plies that they are static.

Various e�orts have been exercised to minimize the cross-
talk in the routing[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Especially.
Chaudhary[5] presented a linear programming approach to
increase the space between wires, which, in turn, reduces
the cross-coupling noise. However, this approach is limited
in that it cannot change the ordering between the wire seg-
ments. Gao[6] proposed a track permutation technique with
the initial gridded channel routing based on linear program-
ming. Jhang[7] proposed a repeated segment rearrangement
scheme, where the neighboring nets which are placed at ad-

jacent tracks are moved to another track to minimize the
coupling capacitance.

In the high-performance datapath design, which is usu-
ally done by full custom layout approach, detailed layout
and the interconnect schemes need to be planned before the
layout composition. Assuming the functional elements are
placed vertically, vertical interconnect is used for the inter-
element routing tracks and horizontal interconnect is used
for the routing of control signals. For the full custom data-
path layout in mind, we propose the control signal ordering
scheme in the horizontal direction and a track assignment
algorithm in the vertical direction to minimize the cross-
coupling e�ect considering the switching behavior.

In section 2, we propose an e�ective control signal or-
dering scheme. Section 3 shows track assignment algorithm.
Both layout methods minimize the cross-coupling e�ect. Ex-
perimental results based on real microprocessor examples are
shown in section 4.

2 Control Signal Ordering Minimizing the

Cross-Coupling E�ect

In the datapath design, a lot of multiplexers are needed for
the RTL functionalities and most of control signals are re-
lated to the multiplexers. To implement low power and
high-speed multiplexer, pass transistor logic gates[13, 14]
are commonly used to reduce the intermediate node tran-
sitions as shown in Fig. 4. In the multiplexer design, the
control signal timing often becomes very crucial to the chip
performance. These control signals are generated from the
standard cell block, globally routed to the datapath, and
then drive the multi-bit datapath multiplexer cells handling
as many as 64 bits. Therefore, the multiplexer selection
signals usually lie in the time-critical path. If the control
signals are overlapped in time, then multiple transistors are
activated simultaneously. This leads to the ow of exces-
sive short-circuit current, which results in the delay of data
transfer from the input port to the output port.

Interestingly, one pair of selection signals, i.e., s and sb,
for each pass transistor makes a transition in the opposite
direction as shown in Fig. 4. Accordingly, these are very
vulnerable to be damaged by the cross-coupling e�ect. In
this section, we propose a \control signal ordering scheme"
minimizing the cross-coupling e�ect between the control sig-
nals.
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Figure 4: A 64-bit multiplexer example showing the control
signal cross-coupling e�ect. si and sib are complementary
each other.

A conventional schemes for the ordering of multiplexer
selection signals is shown in Fig. 5, which is very sensitive
to the cross-coupling e�ect. For example, assuming that the
selection is changed from 1 to 2. Then, there are opposite
transitions in s1/s1b pair and s2/s2b pair in the \order1"
layout. The situation is not improved with the \order2"



layout, which allows opposite transitions in the s1/s2 pair
and s1b/s2b pair. All the transition cases for the multiplexer
selections are shown in the right side of Fig. 5. For N -input
multiplexer, the notation tij(i,j=1,...N) implies that there
is a switching of the selection signal from i to j. tii does
not invoke the signal transition, while tij(i 6= j) leads to the
signal transition which is related to the multiplexer delay
and the power consumption. In the layout point of view,
\order2" is preferred to \order1" as shown in Fig. 6.
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Figure 5: Two conventional control signal orderings(order1,
order2) and transition for (a) 3-to-1 mux (b) 4-to-1 mux
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Figure 6: Multiplexer layout with \order2" scheme where
the selection signals are drawn horizontally using metal 2.
s1,s2, and s3 are connected to NMOS, while s1b,s2b, and
s3b are connected to PMOS.

There are two observations related to the multiplexer
selection signals.

� observation 1 : si/sib signal pair always make transi-
tions in the opposite direction.

� observation 2 : For the change of selection from i to j,
there are opposite transitions between si/sj pair and
sib/sjb pair.

To eliminate the signal switching in the opposite direction,
we can construct the following rules.

� rule 1 : Do not place si/sib signal pair in neighbor-
hood.

� rule 2 : Do not place si/sj signal pair in neighborhood
for all i,j.

� rule 3 : Do not place sib/sjb signal pair in neighbor-
hood for all i,j.

In conclusion, only si/sjb(i 6= j) signal pair can be
placed in neighborhood to avoid switching in the opposite
direction, which is harmful in terms of not only noise cou-
pling but also switching power consumption. Fig. 7 shows
the ordering of selection control signals for the 3-input and
4-input multiplexers, respectively satisfying the rules above.
These multiplexer selection signal ordering scheme can be
generalized onto other control signals, such as barrel shifter.
This will be examined as future works.
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Figure 7: Proposed ordering scheme of selection control sig-
nals minimizing the cross-coupling e�ect for (a) 3-input and
(b) 4-input multiplexers.

Fig. 8 summarizes the comparison of the frequency of
opposite transitions among three di�erent orderings for the
3-to-1 input multiplexer; there are twelve opposite transi-
tions in the \order1", eight opposite transitions in the \or-
der2", and zero opposite transitions in the \proposed" order-
ing. The situations for the 4-to-1 multiplexer are shown in
Fig. 9.
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: (a) order1, (b) order2, and (c) proposed ordering : Dotted
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Figure 9: Switching direction of selection control signals for
each case of control signal transition in the 4-to-1 multiplexer
: (a) order1, (b) order2, and (c) proposed ordering : Dotted
boxes show the worst-case transitions.

3 Evolutionary Programming-based Data-

path Track Assignment Minimizing the

Cross-Coupling E�ect

The goal of track assignment is to allocate the wire segments
into tracks so as to minimize the total number of tracks used.
It is known that the following \Left-Edge algorithm" gives
optimal results[15].

1. Sort the wire segments in the increasing order of their left

edges

2. Assign the �rst segment(the leftmost edge) to the �rst track

3. Find the �rst wire whose left edge is to the right of the

selected wire and assign it to the current track

4. If no more wire can be assigned to the current track, start

a new track and begin again from step 2.

5. Repeat until all wires are assigned to tracks.

In this section, we focus on minimizing the cross-coupling
e�ect in the track assignment. To mitigate the coupling
capacitance between long interconnects, we should minimize
the common runlength between adjacent wires.

As the cross-coupling in the wires depends on the rel-
ative positions of the tracks rather than the absolute lo-
cations of the tracks, the track permutation or ordering
problem is shown to be NP-complete[8]. To solve the NP-
complete problems, the probabilistic hill climbing techniques
have been used to escape from the local optimum state. We
proposed an \evolutionary programming-based track assign-
ment(EPTA)" algorithm considering both the interconnect
length and the switching activity. Evolutionary program-
ming(EP) is another branch of the stochastic optimization
such as simulated annealing(SA) and genetic algorithm(GA).
It was shown that the solution quality of EP is quite good
and the converging speed is very fast compared to SA and
GA[16, 17]. More than anything else, EP doesn't requires
an annoying genetic operator design, which makes the im-
plementation of EP very easy.

As the coupling capacitance is proportional to the length
L of wire segments, and inversely proportional to the spacing
between wires[7], the cost can be simply calculated by the
following formula:

Cost = �1 �NumberOfTracks+�2 � max
ith net

Couplingi (1)

Couplingi = �0 � L0i + �1 � L1i + �2 � L2i (2)

where �0 = 1:0; �1 = 1:5; �2 = 2:0. In eq(2), L0i, L1i,
and L2i denote the length of segment i having zero, single,
and two neighboring net(s), respectively. As the length of
interconnect wire is �xed, the resistance is not changing with
the track assignment. The drive strength and the timing
slack for each net is not considered in the current algorithm
implementation.

In the EP approach, existing track assignment is per-
turbed until it approaches the global optimum. Fig. 10
shows three terminologies, such as \permutation", \swap",
and \move". At �rst, the initial tracks, determined by left-
edge algorithm, are permuted in pairs. As further perturba-
tions, two nets which are placed in two di�erent tracks are
swapped, and then a speci�c net can be moved to another
track. The validity of the new track assignment should be
checked, i.e., any nets should not be overlapped in the same
track. In this simple example, the initial cost of 12.8 was
reduced to 9.8 with three perturbations. As much as 23%
of the interconnect delay, which corresponds to the cross-
coupling e�ect, is reduced by the optimal track assignment.
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Figure 10: A simple example showing the track assignment
using three perturbations such as (a) permutation, (b) swap,
and (c) move, and (d) �nal result.

Pseudo code of EPTA algorithm is shown in Fig. 11. An
iteration counter is used for the convergence and is deter-
mined according to the result of perturbation. If the per-
turbation leads to a better solution than the current best
solution, the iteration counter is decreased, which gives a
chance to �nd a better solution by more computation time.
Even though the changes are unpro�table, the perturbation
is accepted with �nite probability to escape from the local
minimum. Consequently, the quality of the �nal solution
obtained improves with iterations.

4 Experimental Result

4.1 Control signal ordering

To demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the proposed ordering
scheme, we experimented with several real microprocessor
design examples. For the 64-bit datapath having 15 tracks
for each bit slice, the interconnect length for the control
wire becomes 1000�m, and the width and space is selected



EPTA( )            
{
     STEP=5;
     bestCost = LeftEdge( );
     counter = 0;
      while ( counter < MAX_ITERATION ){
           for each Track {
                 newCost = perturbation(permute,swap,move);
                 check the track overlap;
                 if ( Cost is improved ) {
                          update bestCost with newCost;
                          decrease the counter by STEP;
                  }
                 else {           /* Cost is not improved */
                        if ( random( ) < probability ) {
                                 update bestCost with newCost;
                                  decrease the counter by STEP;
                         }
                        else {
                                   discard the perturbation;
                                    increase the counter by STEP;
                         }
                 }
            }
       }

Figure 11: Pseudo code of EP(Evolutionary Programming)-
based Track Assignment.

as minimum size in 0.25�m CMOS process. Table 2 shows
the typical values of delay and current corresponding to the
transition arcs in Fig. 5(a). Since the chip frequency is de-
termined by the longest delay, the maximum delay is shown
as the typical value, while the average current is shown as
typical value in Table 2. Both the delay and current of the
\proposed" ordering scheme are smaller than those of \or-
der1" and \order2" scheme.

Table 2: Delay and switching current for each transition for
three ordering schemes in 3-to-1 multiplexer according to
0.25�m CMOS process.
tran- delay(ps) switching current(mA)
sition order1 order2 proposed order1 order2 proposed

t12 480.95 522.87 401.55 12.128 13.038 10.251

t13 503.01 414.32 413.88 11.866 10.851 10.853

t23 481.54 510.72 402.04 12.640 12.269 10.720

t21 467.99 489.99 382.68 12.171 12.521 10.798

t32 490.65 412.79 412.24 12.700 10.750 10.751

t31 502.61 526.09 412.42 11.534 13.086 10.755

Typ. 503.01 526.09 413.88 73.039 72.515 64.128

Norm. 1.000 1.046 0.823 1.000 0.993 0.878

Table 3 shows the experimental results on several exam-
ple circuits, which include cascaded 3-to-1 and 4-to-1 multi-
plexers. The di�erence between the examples are the multi-
plexer transistor size and the control bu�er size. In average,
the multiplexer delay is improved by 14.3% and the average
current is reduced by 9.6%.

4.2 Track Assignment

Table 4 summarizes the track assignment result in minimiz-
ing the cross-coupling e�ect. Except for the smallest exam-
ple, jhangdp, which was taken from [7], all examples came
from real microprocessor datapath designs. 64bitfpu is a
64-bit oating point datapath of two-way super-scalar RISC
microprocessor.k486gunit, k386core, k486sunit come from
32-bit CISC microprocessor designs[18, 19]. In the calcula-
tion of cost, �1 and �2 are experimentally set to 0.7 and 0.3,
respectively. Compared to the existing left-edge algorithm,
EPTA reduces the cross-coupling e�ect by as much as 41%.
The convergence behavior of EPTA is shown in Fig. 12 using
the example of k386core and k486gunit.

Table 4: Comparison between left-edge algorithm and EP-
based track assignment minimizing the cross-coupling e�ect.

Example net track cost CPU time
Left-Edge EPTA (sec)

jhangdp 12 6 113 63 < 1

64bitfpu 18 9 4398 2601 < 1

k486gunit 38 18 90103 54200 < 1

k386core 46 15 37182 18835 < 1

k486sunit 58 18 78042 47414 < 1

sum 209838 123113
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Figure 12: Convergence behavior of EP-based track assign-
ment on the example (a) k386core and (b) k486gunit

4.3 Bus Interleaving Considering the Switch-

ing Behavior

Above approaches are focused on the geometry, i.e., only
the length of overlapped segments is minimized. The cross-
coupling e�ects can be further reduced by carefully inter-
leaving of the busses so that opposite transitions between
neighboring wires do not occur simultaneously. One, there-
fore, needs to pay attention not only to the overlapped length
but also to the switching behavior of each signal nets. To re-
duce the simultaneous transitions in the opposite direction,
the following schemes need to be considered.

1) A pair of heterogeneous phase nets, i.e., a net switching
at phi1 and the other net at phi2, can give shielding e�ect
for each other at each clock phase. Therefore, heterogeneous
phase nets should be placed adjacently.

2) Temporally exclusive nets also should be placed adja-
cently. For example, cache read-bus and write-bus don't
switch simultaneously, i.e., they are temporally exclusive.
If we interleave these two busses, neighboring nets become
quiet for each other, and, therefore, the cross-coupling e�ect
can be eliminated.

3) Precharged busses make transition in the uni-direction.
All the busses are pulled up in the precharge phase. There-
fore, the coupling capacitance does not slow down the tran-
sition. During the evaluation phase, all the busses are also
guaranteed to make monotonic falling transition. This guar-
antees that one net will never have to �ght against two neigh-
bors that are switching in the opposite direction.

4) Power/ground bus also should be considered. Power
or ground bus gives good shielding e�ect on the switching
nets. Long running nets should be placed as near the power
or ground bus as possible.

For an example in a real 64-bit, RISC microprocessor de-
sign, the distance between the source and the destination is
about 8000�m as shown in Fig. 13, which is a rather RC-
limited time-critical path. In 0.25�m technology, 110ps is a
typical value for 1 gate delay(GD). Without any optimiza-
tion, the propagation delay was initially 23GD. With setup
time of 9GD, the cycle time is calculated as: 2 � (23GD +



Table 3: The e�ect of control signal ordering on the delay and average current : improvement(%) = (order1-
proposed)/order1�100

delay(ps) switching current(mA) improvement(%)
example order1 order2 proposed order1 order2 proposed delay power

ex0 486 487 433 147.489 145.354 136.212 10.84 9.94

ex1 526 534 453 155.603 151.214 140.141 13.78 7.65

ex2 502 517 421 75.037 74.341 66.239 16.14 11.72

ex3 614 634 531 93.713 91.795 86.332 13.52 7.88

ex4 652 654 579 161.42 159.99 153.33 11.20 5.00

ex5 527 556 425 72.201 70.974 62.8421 19.39 12.96

ex6 503 526 414 73.039 72.515 64.128 17.69 12.13

ex7 546 570 474 92.013 91.830 83.194 13.29 9.58

ex8 538 557 469 93.673 93.377 84.713 12.79 9.57

average 14.3 % 9.6 %

9GD) = 64GD = 7:04ns, corresponding to the clock fre-
quency of 142 MHz. Using the several optimization steps as
shown in Table 5, we were able to minimize the delay from
23GD to 14GD, which implies that the cycle time becomes
198MHz. i.e., 2�(14GD+9GD) = 46GD = 5:06ns. Among
6 steps in Table 5, steps 3,4, and 6 are based on the bus in-
terleaving schemes proposed in this paper. As a result, total
performance improvement was 40%, i.e., from the clock fre-
quency of 140MHz to 200MHz. Above approach is applied
to the bus net ordering by hand. But it can be incorporated
into the track assignment algorithm as a future work.

ReadBus<63:0>

2000 um within 
cache datapath

4300 um global routing 1900 um within 
ALU datapath

DataBus<63:0> AluDataBus<63:0>
source

destination

ReadBus<i+1>
WriteBus<i+1>

ReadBus<i>

WriteBus<i>
ReadBus<i-1>
WriteBus<i-1>

(a)

(b)

...

...
DataBus<i+1>
CodeBus<i+1>

DataBus<i>

CodeBus<i>
DataBus<i-1>
CodeBus<i-1>...

...
GND

AluDataBus<i>

Heterogeneous phase net
...

...

Figure 13: Example of time-critical 64-bit bus : (a) intercon-
nect segmentation into three parts and (b) bus interleaving.

Table 5: Optimization result of time-critical 64-bit bus : By
reducing the delay from 23GD to 14GD, the chip perfor-
mance improves from 140MHz to 200MHz.

delay Steps taken to reduce the delay.

2525ps(23GD) 1. Initial design
2306ps(21GD) 2. Transistor size of domino circuit is optimized.
1976ps(18GD) 3. DataBus is interleaved with temporally

exclusive bus, CodeBus.
1757ps(16GD) 4. Precharged bus, ReadBus is interleaved

with WriteBus.
1647ps(15GD) 5. Intermediate bu�ers are optimized.
1537ps(14GD) 6. AluDataBus is placed between ground net

and heterogeneous phase net.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two interconnect design schemes
for minimizing the cross-coupling e�ect with experimental
data based on 0.25�m CMOS technology. To mitigate the
cross-coupling e�ect, the signal switching in the opposite di-
rection should be suppressed both for the control signals as
well as the data signals in the custom datapath. Proposed
control signal ordering scheme was shown to minimize the

power consumption by 10% and the delay by 15% for a given
set of benchmarks. Furthermore, evolutionary programming-
based track assignment scheme improves the delay perfor-
mance by 40%. These schemes were successfully applied to
the real microprocessor designs.
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